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)ntroduction  
 

M-Kris Electric is an emerging company in electrical sector committed to provide quality and reliable 
products and solutions to its customers for improving the performance and reliability of their electrical 
systems┻  The current range of M-Kris Electric includes digital metering devices ゅV┸ )┸ f┸ pf┸ kW┸ kVA┸ kVAR┸ 
kWh┸ kVAh┸ kVARh┸ Load Manager┸  (armonics┸ T(D┸ Temperature┸ Process )ndicators┸ P)D ┼ょ┸ protec┽
tion relays ゅearth leakage┸ earth fault┸ under【over voltage┸ under【over frequency┸ over-current┸ motor 
protection relays┸ phase monitoring┻┻┻ょ┸ CT【PTs and instrument transformers┻  
 

Earth Leakage Relays 

 

Earth leakage relays play two very important roles in electrical systems ‒ protection of human beings 
from electrocution and safety from ボre┻  Leakage current though very small in magnitude┸ can wreak hav┽
oc in the installations┻ ╅Short Circuit╆ is commonly attributed as the cause of electrical ボres but actually in 
majority of the cases┸ it is the leakage current which is the primary cause of electrical ボres┻ Earth leakage 
relays usually in conjunction with highly sensitive toroid CTs ゅalso known as CBCTsょ perform the function 
of detecting these leakage currents and tripping the circuits before any mishap takes place┻  
 

Principle of Operation 

 

CBCTs work on the Kirchoプ╆s principle that the sum of currents at any point in a circuit is zero┻ (ence in 
case a leakage current exists in a circuit┸ it causes the sum of currents upstream of leakage point to be 
non-zero┻ This current is re━ected in the secondary output of the CBCT and in case this current crosses 
the threshold current ゅi┻e┻ the set value on the relayょ┸ the earth leakage relay trips┻ 
 

User beneボts┺ 
 

 Microcontroller based design ‒ with high repeat accuracy and reliability 

 CBCT made from special low loss core - for enhanced reliability  
 LED indications for healthy and trip status 

 )Pきか degree of protection for terminals 

 

ELR with Built in CBCT┺ 
 

 Available in Fixed and Adjustable versions 

 Wide range of sensitivity┺ from がかかmA to がか A   
 Time delay option ‒ from instantaneous to がか s  
 )ntegrated CBCT within ELR body with ぐか【ぐぐ mm )D - ease of  

wiring and installation 

 )n ボxed version┸ electrically separate NO and NC contactsをtwo 
circuits can be controlled simultaneously 

 

ELR with external CBCT┺ 
 

 Digital display - く digit seven segment display 

 Sensitivity adjustable from ぎか mA to がか A 

 Time delay adjustable from か to ぎか s 

 Last fault memory ゅlast ぐ faultsょ 

 Aux┻ supplyをくがぐ【ききか【ががかVAC or universal ごか-きけぐVAC【VDC 



Earth Leakage Relays 

Wiring Connection Diagram  

)n Electronic Overcurrent Relay ゅEORょ┸ we can also provide the earth fault protection┸ current protections 
┃ voltage protections combined in a single relay unit┻ The connection wiring diagram for the combined 
single relay are mentioned below┻ 

The protection【features that can be provided in the combined single unit are Earth Fault Protection┸ Ther┽
mal Overcurrent【Overload┸ Single Phasing┸ Phase Reversal┸ Short Circuit┸ Phase Unbalance ゅin currentょ┸ 
Undercurrent┸ Overvolt┸ Undervolt┸ Single Phase ゅin voltageょ┸ Phase Reversal┸ Phase  Unbalance ゅin volt┽
ageょ with RSくこぐ communication port┻ Please refer our catalogue for EOR┻ 



Earth Leakage Relays 

 

Earth Leakage【Fault Relay with external CBCT 

FRONT V)EW REAR V)EW 

Earth Leakage Relay with )nbuilt CBCT 

F)XED ELR ADJUSTABLE ELR 

Dimensional Measurement ゅin mmょ 



Name of product or service 

Describe the product, service, or event here. Include a brief description and any features. 

FREE OFFER 

Price: $00.00 

Order #: 000000 

Type: Type 

 

 

Speciボcations┺ 

)ntegrated CBCT 

 

Core Balance Current Transformers ゅCBCTょ  perform the crucial function of sensing the leakage currents 
in the circuits and as leakage currents could be as small as ぎかmA┸ these CBCTs have specially designed 
cores with low losses┻ CBCTs are also known as Zero Current Transformers【Residual Current Transform┽
ers【Toroidal CTs┻ )n MKEかこぐか┸ the CBCT is integrated within the ELR bodyをthereby reducing the wiring 
and installation time for the user┻ 

Earth Leakage Relays 

Parameter Parameter Value 

System Voltage げきか V maximum┸ ぐか(z 

)nsulation Voltage ぎkV for が minute 

Diameter of CBCT ぐか mm 【 ぐぐ mm 

Terminal Conductor  ジ き┻ぐmmふ 

CBCT mounting )ntegrated within ELR bodyをno separate mounting required 

Operating Temperature - きかセC to ギぐぐセC 

(umidity ザ ごぐガ R( ゅ non condensingょ 

Parameter ELR with built in CBCT - 
adjustable 

ELR with built in CBCT -
ボxed 

For ELR with External 
CBCT  

Aux┻ supply ぐぐか【くかか【ききか【ががかVAC ゅ-がぐガ 
to ギがかガょ OR きくVDC 

ぐぐか【くかか【ききか【ががかVAC ゅ-がぐガ 
to ギがかガょ OR きくVDC 

くがぐ【ききか【ががかVAC ゅ-がぐガ to 
ギがかガょ OR ごか-きけぐVAC【DC 

Sensitivity Range か┻が  - がかA or  
Custom setting 

がかか【きぐか【ぎげぐ【ぐかかmA or 
Custom setting 

か┻かぎ - がかA or  
Custom setting 

Trip Band げぐ - がかかガ of set value げぐ - がかかガ of set value げぐ - がかかガ of set value 

Time Delays か - がか s Fixed time setting  か - ぎか s 

Toroid )D ぐぐ mm ぐか mm Custom sizes 

Contact rating Single changeover┸  
ぐA at きぎかVAC ゅresistiveょ 

Potential freeゅがNOギがNCょ 
ぐA at きぎかVACゅresistiveょ 

Single changeover┸  
ぐA at きぎかVAC ゅresistiveょ 

Reset Power-on-Reset Power-on-Reset Auto【Manual Reset 

Operating tempera┽
ture range 

-きかかC to ギぐぐかC -きかかC to ギぐぐかC -きかかC to ギぐぐかC 

(umidity ザ ごぐガ R(  
ゅ non condensingょ 

ザ ごぐガ R(  
ゅ non condensingょ 

ザ ごぐガ R(  
ゅ non condensingょ 

Weight ぎぐか g くかか g ぎぐかg 

Dimensions ゅWx(xDょ がかかxぐかxがかぐ mm がかかxけかxがくか mm ごけxごけxけぐ mm 

Mounting Base mounting with  
くx Mく screws 

Base mounting with  
くx Mく screws 

Flush mounting  
ゅclamps providedょ 



Earth Leakage Relays 

Glossary of Terms  
 

Earth fault protection  
 

The earth fault is the condition when the current ━ows directly to the earth from any one phase┸ and the 
load is bypassed┻ )t happens when the phase conductor╆s are not properly insulated┸ shorting or due to 
presence of moisture【wetness in the environment or through a human being┻  
To prevent the direct ━ow of ground fault current from phase to neutral impedance should be connected 
between supply neutral and ground┻ 
 

Earth Leakage Current 

 

Earth leakage current is the current that normally ━ows in the earth conductor of a protectively earthed 
piece of equipment┻ )n medical electrical equipment┸ very often┸ the mains is connected to a transformer 
having an earthed screen┻ Most of the earth leakage current ボnds its way to earth via the impedance of 
the insulation between the transformer primary and inter-winding screen┸ since this is the point at which 
the impedance is at its lowest ┻ 

Under normal condition┸ a person who is in contact with the earthed metal enclosure of the equipment 
and with the another earthed object would suプer no adverse eプect even if a fairly large earth leakage 
current were to ━ow ゅFig がょ┻ This is because the impedance to earth from the enclosure is much lower 
through the protective earth conductor than it is through the person┻ (owever┸ if the protective earth 
conductor becomes open circuited OR high impedance┸ then the situation changes┻ Now the impedance 
between the transformer primary and the enclosure is of the same order of magnitude as the impedance 
between the enclosure and earth through the person and a shock hazard exists┻ 
 

Restricted Earth fault ゅREFょ 

 

The restricted earth fault scheme is used where the area【zone of protection is to be restricted┻ )n restrict┽
ed earth fault the CT ゅCurrent Transformerょ connected to the neutral of power transformer is called Neu┽
tral CT or simply NCT┻ Whenever there is an unbalancing in between three phases of the power trans┽
former┸ a resultant unbalance current ━ows through the closed path connected to the common terminals 
of the CT╆s secondary┻ An unbalance current will also ━ow through the neutral of power transformer  

Fig┻ が Earth Leakage Current Path Fig┻ き Earth Leakage Current Path  

http://www.electrical4u.com/current-transformer-ct-class-ratio-error-phase-angle-error-in-current-transformer/
http://www.electrical4u.com/electrical-power-transformer-definition-and-types-of-transformer/
http://www.electrical4u.com/electrical-power-transformer-definition-and-types-of-transformer/
http://www.electrical4u.com/electrical-power-transformer-definition-and-types-of-transformer/
http://www.electrical4u.com/electric-current-and-theory-of-electricity/
http://www.electrical4u.com/electric-current-and-theory-of-electricity/


Earth Leakage Relays 

Glossary of Terms - Contd┻ 
 

┃ hence there will be a secondary current in Neutral CT because of this 
unbalance neutral current┻  
)n Restricted Earth Fault scheme┸ the common terminals of phase CTs 
are connected to the secondary of Neutral CT in such a manner that 
secondary unbalance current of phase CTs and the secondary current 
of Neutral CT will oppose each other┻ )f these both currents are equal 
in amplitude┸ there will not be any resultant current circulating through the said closed path┻ The Restrict┽
ed Earth Fault Relay is connected in this closed path┻ (ence the relay will not respond even there is an 
unbalancing in phase current of the power transformer┻  
An external fault in the star side will result in current ━owing in the line current transformer of the aプect┽
ed phase and at the same time a balancing current ━ows in the neutral current transformer┸ hence the 
resultant current in the relay is therefore zero┻ So this REF relay will not be actuated for external earth 
fault┻ But during internal fault the neutral current transformer only carries the unbalance fault current 
and operation of Restricted Earth Fault Relay takes place┻ This scheme of restricted earth fault protection 
is very sensitive to the internal earth fault of electrical power transformer┻  
 

Unrestricted Earth fault  
 

The earth fault protection scheme in which the entire downstream area ゅfrom the location of earth leak┽
age relayょ  is protected┻ 
 

Why )mportant to use╂ 

 

For the safety reasons┸ grounding systems must have a grounding conductor that links the machine【 mo┽
tor to the ground┻ )n case of insulation failure between any phase ┃ ground or other touchable conduc┽
tive parts┸ ground fault current starts ━owing┻ The resulting current will cause to act a circuit breaker to 
prevent a shock hazard┻ )n such insulation failure cases┸ the voltage is shunted to ground┻ 
 

Sometimes shock hazard exists when grounding is disconnected accidentally┻ The shock hazard may be 
greater than expected because of the leakage currents┻  
When there is no insulation failure ゅground faultょ┸ the interruption of leakage current can be cause of 
electric shock to someone touching ungrounded machine【motor ┃ ground by providing a conducting 
path for leakage current to ━ow ゅFig┻ きょ┻ This possibility is of much more concern in medical applications┸ 
mines┸ industries┸ hotels┸ shopping malls etc┻ 

)tem ┃ Parameter Description 

ELR - MKEかこぐか 
Earth Leakage Relay ┸ )nbuilt 

CBCT )D-ぐか mm 【 ぐぐmm 

Sensitivity 
Adjustable or ボxed - to be 

speciボed 

Voltage ががか【ききか【くがぐ【ぐぐかV or きくVDC 

)tem ┃ Parameter Description 

ELR - Mがかげがが 
Earth Leakage Relay Adjusta┽

ble┸ External CBCT 

CBCT size to be speciボed 

Voltage 
ががか【ききか【くがぐVAC┸ ぐか(z or          

ごか-きけぐVAC【DC 

Ordering )nformation 

http://www.electrical4u.com/electric-current-and-theory-of-electricity/
http://www.electrical4u.com/electric-current-and-theory-of-electricity/
http://www.electrical4u.com/electric-current-and-theory-of-electricity/
http://www.electrical4u.com/electric-current-and-theory-of-electricity/
http://www.electrical4u.com/electric-current-and-theory-of-electricity/
http://www.electrical4u.com/electric-current-and-theory-of-electricity/
http://www.electrical4u.com/current-transformer-ct-class-ratio-error-phase-angle-error-in-current-transformer/
http://www.electrical4u.com/electric-current-and-theory-of-electricity/
http://www.electrical4u.com/electric-current-and-theory-of-electricity/
http://www.electrical4u.com/electric-current-and-theory-of-electricity/
http://www.electrical4u.com/electric-current-and-theory-of-electricity/
http://www.electrical4u.com/electric-current-and-theory-of-electricity/
http://www.electrical4u.com/electrical-power-transformer-definition-and-types-of-transformer/


Our other Products at a Glance 

Speciボcations subject to revision without prior notice vけ┻さ  

Other products oプered by M-Kris Electric┺ 
Earth Leakage Relays 】 Digital Panel Meters 】 P)D Controllers 】 Phase Monitoring Relays 】 Process )ndicators 】 Motor Protection Relays 

M-Kris Electric 

Phone: +91 11 45564721 

Whatsapp: +919818514933 

E-mail: info@mkris.com 

Web: www.mkris.com 

305, DDA Pocket-1, 

Sec-23, Dwarka, 

New Delhi—110075 

INDIA 


